
Fall 2011
A tentative calendar for Weeks 1-3.  All assignments and due dates are subject to change with notice.
MW = Models for Writers
LS = The Little Seagull Handbook

Reading due today:           Writing due today:

Week One

Monday, September 26
Class overview, syllabus, and
questionnaire

Wednesday, September 28
Reminder to meet in computer
lab (NSH-108) today.

Hand in summary/response (put
on my desk when you come in)

Visit the Writing Center

In-class exercise: What IS
intelligence, anyway?

“Superman and Me” essay by
Sherman Alexie handed out

In MW : “From Reading to

Writing” (43-51) Make sure you

carefully read the essay

“Intelligence” on pp. 49-51.

Browse through MW  and find an

essay that captures your interest. 

Read that essay.

Write a short paragraph (5-8

sentences) that summarizes the

essay you read.  Then write a

second paragraph (5-8 sentences) in

which you respond to the ideas in

the essay or make a personal

connection in some way.  Draw

upon your own personal

experiences and/or observations. 

You may type or handwrite this

summary and response.

Friday, September 30
Have your annotated Alexie
essay out for Jane to check.

Writing topic sentences:
Reviewing the difference
between the subject/topic of an
essay and the main point.

Assignment guide for
Summary/Response #1
handed out.

“Superman and Me” by Sherman

Alexie (handout)

Write annotations (notes) in the

margins of the Alexie essay.  (Look

at how the sample essay

“Intelligence” is annotated on pp.

47-49.)

Week Two

Monday, October 3 In MW: “On Being 17, Bright,
and Unable to Read” (196),
“Becoming a Writer” (202), and
“How I Got Smart” (152).

Imagine you are writing a
summary of each of the essays
you read for today.  Write one
topic sentence for each essay
that includes the author, the
title, and the main point (the
key point you think the author is
trying to convey through this
essay).



Wednesday, October 5
Meet in computer lab (NSH-
108) today.
Review of sentence fragments

Writing Exercise #2 handed
out

In LS: “Complete Sentences,”
“Sentence Fragments,”(230-
235)

Complete Writing Exercise
#1: first draft of your summary
for Summary/Response #1
(please word-process this).

Friday, October 7
Proficiency check on fragments
and review of commonly
confused words on p. 267

Response writing

In LS: Study all the words on 
p. 267

Complete Writing Exercise #2:
writing a response.

Week Three

Monday, October 10
Integrating quoted material

Peer Response groups (if time
permits)

In LS: “Quotation Marks”
(291-295) and “Integrating
Sources, Avoiding Plagiarism”
(82-91)

Continue to work on
Summary/Response #1

Wednesday, October 12
Review of run-ons

Essay #1 assignment guide
handed out
Writing Exercise #3 handed
out (getting started on essay
writing–ways to explore your
topic)

In LS: “Comma Splices, Fused
Sentences” (235-237)

Hand in final draft of
Summary/Response #1 in
pocket folder with all items on
the checklist.

Friday, October 14
Proficiency quiz on run-ons and
review of commonly confused
words on p. 268.
Some practice with descriptive
writing.

In LS: Study the words on 
p. 268.

Finish Writing Exercise #3 if
you didn’t complete it on
Wednesday.

Write a rough (“down”) draft of
Essay #1.

You will receive a new calendar on Monday.  Here is your homework:
! Review in MW: “The Writing Process” (12-20)
! Read “Fable for Tomorrow” (52-54) and underline words and phrases that seem especially

descriptive


